There are a number of insurance options for homeowners, including:

**MORTGAGE LIFE INSURANCE:** This takes care of paying the balance of the borrower’s mortgage debt in the event the borrower passes away before the property is paid off.

**HOMEOWNER'S INSURANCE:** Also known as property or home insurance, it covers damages caused by fire, accidents, water damage, theft of property and other physical threats to the home.
It’s taken you years to become intimately familiar with the particularities of your home, so when it’s time to hand over the keys to the new owner, you’ll want to do them a favor and jot down any points about the property that may smoothen their transition, for example:

- Sometimes light switches aren’t logically situated closest to the corresponding light. Leave a note to help the new owners make the connection.

- If there’s a time gap between you moving out and the new owners coming in, you may decide to shut off the water valves to avoid the risk of damage from leaks in the empty property. Let the new owners know where the valves are and that they’re shut off, in case they panic and call a plumber when the taps don’t work. In fact, it’s a good idea to mark all water shutoffs clearly for their future reference anyway.

- If you have an automatic garage opener, jot down the code, and also instructions on how to change the code as necessary.

- If you have trusted home services — a cleaner, a lawn maintenance company, a handyman who knows your home inside and out, a local baby sitter or flexible dog walker — you may want to leave their contact information behind for the new owners.

- Those leaving behind a garden may want to outline which perennials to expect in different parts of the garden and how best to care for those plants once the warm weather kicks in.

- Also in your note, include helpful tips about the area, such as where to buy the freshest baked goods, where to find out about community events like free concerts in the park, and even when garbage day is and how to dispose of things most efficiently. A folder with local food delivery services and a list of the most popular, nearby restaurants would be welcomed as well.

Don’t forget to leave behind all appliance manuals, instruction papers and warranties for appliances and other things staying in the home, especially since some warranties may be transferrable to the new owners. If you’ve recently painted, you may want to leave the leftover paint or at least the paint chips in case the new owners need to match colors when touching up the paint in a particular room.

Buyers moving in will appreciate finding a roll of toilet paper, hand soap and paper towels left in the washroom for their use, and a few bottles of water in the fridge. For an extra-special touch, you could even leave them a bottle of wine to enjoy at the end of their busy move-in day.

Last but not least, you’ll want to jot down your new address and contact information, in case any deliveries come for you that need to be forwarded on.

**DEAR BUYER…**

**HOUSEHOLD TIP: SLIDE INTO SPRING**

Are your sliding windows and doors hard to open after the long winter? Try these tips:

**Put the slide back in your sliding windows.** Grease the skids by spraying silicone spray lubricant onto an old rag, then wipe it along the tracks.

**Open up sliding doors.** Use a wire brush to loosen any dirt, then vacuum and clean around the wheels and track. Once the track is clean, lubricate it with a paraffin or another dry wax; avoid oily lubricants as they will attract and hold dirt. If the door is still hard to slide after cleaning and lubricating the track, check if the rollers are rubbing against the track. Try turning the adjusting screw, located at the bottom of the door ends, to raise and lower the roller until the door rolls easily without rubbing on the bottom track.
THE FINAL WALK-THROUGH

While it’s always wise to have a professional home inspection performed before you commit to buying a new home, buyers are also urged to do a final “walk-through” of the new home after their offer has been accepted, and before the sale is finalized.

The walk-through tends to be when the buyers excitedly measure for curtains and blinds, make plans for renovating and decorating and really start envisioning themselves in the home, but it’s designed to be much more than that.

While it’s not the time to negotiate with the sellers about necessary repairs, it is the time to ensure that any repairs and other contingencies detailed on your purchase offer have been fulfilled, and that everything that was working when you put in your offer is still working.

As you walk through each room with an eye to the general condition of the home, check out both the electricity and the plumbing by turning on all the lights and running the taps and flushing the toilets. Run the hot water for at least five minutes to ensure it gets and stays hot. Partially fill the sinks and bathtubs and then check how fast they drain. If included in the sale, check that the fridge, stove, dishwasher, garbage disposal and kitchen and bathroom exhaust fans are all working, along with the washing machine and dryer.

Your real estate representative is a good guide to direct you on what to look for, so don’t hesitate to ask for advice!

According to livestrong.com, the longer and harder you clean, the more calories you’ll burn. For example, a 150-lb. person washing dishes for 30 minutes would burn approximately 77 calories, while the same person mopping for 30 minutes would burn approximately 153 calories.

Before you run for the mop, make sure you clear the clutter in the room you’re going to tackle first. Either put things back where they belong or dispose of them if they’re just taking up room. It takes longer — and is less efficient — to clean around things instead of just removing them.

Once you begin to clean, start from the top of a room and work down. For example, light fixtures, the tops of bookcases and crown molding should all be dusted first before making your way down.

Use natural cleaners where you can. Filling a spray bottle with a fifty-fifty ratio of vinegar and water, for example, makes an efficient and economical go-to cleaner for most hard surfaces. (Test a small area if you’re not sure.)

Enjoy the fresh sparkle of the new season!

~ Monthly Musing ~
“May your blessings outnumber the shamrocks that grow, and may trouble avoid you wherever you go…”
~ Irish blessing

CUT THE CLUTTER, CUE THE CLEAN!

It’s time for spring cleaning! Whether you’re doing it for yourself or in anticipation of putting your home up for sale soon, you’ll feel good about bringing a fresh sparkle indoors. As an added bonus, know that while you’re getting your home into shape you’re also getting yourself in shape, as housecleaning can be considered exercise too!
ADDRESSING BUYERS’ PET PEEVES

The snow is melting in many parts of the country only to unveil hidden “treasures” underneath, everything from last fall’s misplaced gardening tools to forgotten toys. Dog owners will discover a little something extra — reminders of their pooches’ quick visits to the backyard on frosty nights when nobody felt like going further than they needed to for Fido’s bathroom break.

Homeowners prepping their homes for sale are typically advised to clean up their yards for esthetic reasons, but pet owners need to make an even more urgent priority of clearing any evidence of their pet’s outdoor potty activities as a major part of their outdoor staging efforts. Pet owners need to be especially cognizant of the impact pets have on potential buyers’ first impressions both outside and inside the house.

If a visitor smells the presence of a pet even without seeing pet hair or any other evidence of its existence, it can be an immediate turnoff, even if they themselves have a pet. Since you are no doubt immune to how your own home smells, ask a friend or even your real estate sales representative for an honest opinion of your home’s air quality.

Buyers sensitive to pet hair and dander, in addition to pet smells, will definitely react negatively to a home that hasn’t been deep-cleaned. Maximize your home’s value by taking the time to not only clean the home but also the air vents, removing pet-affected carpeting along the way.
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